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Abstract 
The need for Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) technology has been increased 

rapidly. It has been adopted in many applications such as medical and military. Due to the 

nature of WBAN environment and transmitted data (sending data over unsecure wireless 

network and the sensitivity of data), there are several security challenges in WBAN, which 

restrict WBAN utilization. One of the security challenges in WBAN is replay attack.Also the 

WBAN adopted Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in CCM (Counter with CBC-MAC) 

mode for the message confidentiality and message authenticity.  However, brute force attack 

can break AES secret key in a reasonable time within high speednew 

technologycomputers.This paper suggested a security protocol to improve the WBAN 

robustness against replay attack by using Multiple Key-Protocol-Advanced Encryption 

Standard to show its improvement for key strength against secret key breaking.The 

mathematical calculations proved that the suggested multiple key protocol increases the secret 

key strength and security system complexity. 

Keywords: AES, CCM,nonce, replay attack, WBAN. 
 

 ملخص البحث
التقٌ٘ت فٖ عذة  بشنل مب٘ش. تن اعتوبدتلل( WBAN)اصدادث الحبجت لاستخذام تقٌ٘تشبنت الجسن اللاسلن٘تالوسوبة بــ 

تطب٘قبث هٌِب الطب٘ت ّالعسنشٗت . بسبب طب٘عت الب٘ئت التٖ تعول فِ٘ب ُزٍ الشبنبث ًّْع الب٘بًبث الوشسلت هي خلالِب )ار اًِب 

ّاُو٘ت تلل الب٘بًبث (، فبى ٌُبك عذة تحذٗبث تتعلق ببلاهٌ٘ت قبدث تشُسل عبش شبنت ّاٗشل٘س غ٘ش اهٌَت ببلاضبفت الٔ حسبس٘ت 

ُْ  (WBAN)ٗض عول ّتقل٘ل فبئذة ُزا الٌْع هي الشبنبث اللاسلن٘ت. ّاحذة هي تلل التحذٗبث الاهٌ٘ت فٖ شبنت الىتقْ

( ٗستخذم ًظبم السشٗت ّالتْث٘ق الوسؤ  (WBAN(. اضبفت الٔ اى replay attackالِجْم الوسؤ بِجْم الاعبدة )

(AES-CCM راث الوفتبح السشٕ الْح٘ذ . هي ًبح٘ت  اخشٓ، أى)(خْاسصٗت تشف٘ش الـــAES)  هوني مسشُب هي قبل

ف٘وذّةصهٌ٘ت هعقْلتبأستخذاهحبسببتزاث تقٌ٘تحذٗثت ّسشعتعبل٘ت.فٖ ُزاالبحثتن ( brute force attackالِجْم  هي ًْع )

(هتعذّد AES( ضذّالِجوبث الوشبس الِ٘ب فٖ اعلاٍ . ح٘ث ٗتن استخذام التشف٘ش)WBANإقتشاحٌظبهأهٌ٘لتحسٌ٘قْة )

ةُزا الٌظبهضذّ هحبّلاتنسشالوفتبحبلسشٕ ّْ أثبتتبلحسبببتبلشٗبض٘تأًبّلٌظبهبلوقتشح رّ الوفتبح . الوفبت٘حلاظِبس قذستَ فٖ تحسٌ٘ق

ةالوفتبحبلسشْٗتعق٘ذالٌظبهبلأهٌٖ ّْ  .الوتعذّد ٗضٗذهي ق

 

1. Introduction 
Recently, Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has been used in many applications, such as 

health care, medical, and military applications [1][2] [3]. The IEEE 802.15[4] standard is used as a 

platform for many specifications and applications. WBAN [5] is one of the most interesting 

specification which is IEEE 802.15 based.  
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The WBAN adopted Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [6] in CCM*[7] security mode for 

the message confidentiality and message authenticity. The secret key length for AES algorithm is 

set to 128-bit. Many types of secret key attack like brute force attack[8] are used to break the secret 

key. Secret key strength and security system complexity can be increased by using Multiple-Key 

Protocol (MKP) [9], which provides multiple keys for the node depending on its security level 

(number of secret keys). This paper analyzed the strength of secret key belong to MKP in terms of 

time complexity. 

The WBAN has a possibility of replay attack. For this purposenonce is sending to ensure no 

messagewould be under replay attack. The length of nonce is related to the message size,[10][11] 

that means the length of nonce is decreased by message size increasing and vice versa. The strength 

of nonce is increased when its length increase and vice versa. The MKP increases the strength of 

nonce as explainedin the analyzedresult. The objective of this paper is to show the security 

improvement over WBAN by implementing MKP-AES. We computed the Randomness for MKP-

AES protocol in [13]. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows.Second sectionshows the typical architecture of 

WBAN. Third section defines the security options of BAN. The fourth section explains the AES 

algorithm. The fifth section explains CCM security mode. The sixth section analyzes the MKP in 

terms of key strength and nonce length. The seventh section computes the nonce length with 

different levels of security and various message sizes. 
 

2. WBAN Architecture 
In order to understand the fundamental of WBAN architecture, the medical model (as example) 

is explained briefly. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of WBAN, where it consists of following 

parts: 

1-WBAN: It includes a small network of nodes close to the person body. 

2-Gatway: It collects the data about the person from WBAN and sends it over the network. 

3-Network (Internet): It can be LAN, MAN, and WAN etc. 

4-Applications: It a GUI that used by the observer (doctors or any authorized person). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:WBAN Architecture 
 

3. WBAN Security Issues  
WBAN is built over IEEE 802.15 standard, which consists of two layers: physical (PHY) and 

media access control (MAC). The IEEE 802.15 standard provides some security protection for its 

data. In MAC sub layer, messages are ciphering before sending, and deciphering after receiving by 

AES algorithm in Counter mode (CTR)[11]. Data integrity is computed using Cipher Block 

Chaining – Message Authentication Code (CBC-MAC algorithm)[11]. The nonce is used to protect 

data against replay attack. The standard employs a combination of CTR mode and CBC-MAC 
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algorithm,which is known as CCM* mode. The standard provides different choices of security, by 

optionally run either one of the algorithms (AES-CBC-MAC with different key length (32, 64, and 

128) and (AES-CTR) as such inTable 1). 
 

Table 1.IEEE802.15 security options 

Security Option Algorithms 

No None 

MIC-32 CBC-MAC: key 32-bit 

MIC-64 CBC-MAC: key 64-bit 

MIC-128 CBC-MAC: key 128-bit 

CTR AES-CTR 

AES-CCM-32 AES-CTR and CBC-MAC: key 32-bit 

AES-CCM-64 AES-CTR and CBC-MAC: key 64-bit 

AES-CCM-128 AES-CTR and CBC-MAC: key 128-bit 

4. AES Algorithm 
Rijndael[12]is a symmetric cryptosystem that announced by NIST as advance encryption 

standard.  AES employs a single secret key with length 128, 192, and 256-bit. The block size is set 

to 128-bit for all different key length. AES is ciphering a message by performing sequence of 

transformations on the blocks of message. Also key is rounding in another sequence of 

transformation which number of times is specified by the key length. The key rounds are 10, 12 and 

14 for 128, 192 and 256-bit key length respectively. AES is deciphering a ciphered message by 

applying a sequence of transformations that inversing the ciphering operation to get the original 

message. 
 

4.1. AES Ciphering 
AES Block ciphering is run a sequence of functions that will change the shape of blocks. The 

sequence of transformations is repeated on each block many times influence on the key length. The 

ciphering transformations include the following tasks: 

 SubBytes: In this transformation, each byte is replaced with another byte from substitution table 

which is called S-box as illustrated inFigure 2(a). 

 ShiftRows: The transformation performs a cyclically shifting for the last three rows of input 

block over different number of bytes (offset) as shown in Figure 2(b). 

 MixedColumns: This transformation considers each column to be multiply by a specified matrix 

to produce new column this can be seen inFigure 2(c)Figure 

 AddRoundKey: Each column of input block is XOR with one column of the state key to produce 

new block as seen in Figure 2(d). 
 

4.2. AES Key Expansion 
The secret key is expanded to schedule for each round. The key is treated as 4-byte words. 

The expansion transformations are following: 

 Sub Word: This transformation uses the S-box to substitute each byte with new one. 

 Rot Word: The transformation applies a cyclic permutation on input key. 

 Rcon[i]: The round constant word array is XOR with key to produce a new schedule key. 
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4.3. AES Deciphering 
In deciphering operation all the transformations in the ciphering operation are inversed to 

produce the original message. 

 

Figure 2:AES Ciphertransformation 
 

5. AES-CCM Mode 
WBAN uses CCM* mode which is composed of AES-CTR and AES-CBC-MAC to provide 

message confidentiality and integrity. 

Two parameters (L and M) are important to run CCM mode in WBAN. They are coded as             

(L-1) and ((M-2)/2) respectively, where each one is stored as 3-bit. M (refers to the size of tag in 

byte unit) and L (refers to the number of bytes that needed to represent the size of message) where 

M  {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16} and L {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. 

The length of: message, nonce and the tag are computed by (L and M) parameters. The 

message size (l (m)) is less than 2
8*L

bytes, the nonce length is equal to (15-L) bytes, and the tag 

length is equal to (8*M) bits. The size of additional authentication data (l (a)) is less than 2
64

 bytes 

and it is independent of Mand Lparameters. 
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To perform data authentication a sequence of blocks B0, B1, B2 ... Bnshould be produced which 

is the input to AES-CBC-MAC algorithm. The first block (B0) is structured as shown inFigure 3(a). 

The first octet assigned for the flags, then (15- L) octets for nonce, then (L) octets assign to store the 

message length (l (m)). The flags octet includes (L) and (M) parameters in the first 6 bits (each 

parameter coded in 3-bit), then one bit is set to one when additional authentication data is enabled 

as shown in Figure 3(b). The last bit is reserved for future use which is set to zero. The message is 

breaking to sequence of 128-bit blocks (B1, B2 ... Bn). 
 

Figure3: Block (B0) and flags format 
 

Also, before starting AES-CTR algorithm, a sequence of blocks (A0, A1 …) is generated, where 

each block is formatted as shown in Figure 4. In the flag octet, first 3-bit assigned for L. The next 3-

bit in addition to two reserved bits are set to zero. The (Ai) blocks are distinct from (Bi) blocks 

because the value of 3-bit assigned to M will have none zero value in (Bi) blocks, but the same bits 

are set to zero in (Ai) blocks. For the octets from 16-Lto 15 are assigned to counter and from 1 to 

15-L are assigned to nonce. 

 

 

 Figure 4: Block (Ai) and flags format 
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The CCM mode is implemented by running CTR and CBC-MAC together as shown in 

Figure5Figure 5. The block (B0) is encrypted (E) by AES and key (K) to compute (X1). The 

authentication code is computed as: where i = 1 to nas shown in Figure 5a. The ciphertext is 

produced by XOR plaintext blocks with a sequence of blocks (S1, S2 …), which are computed as: 

Si= EK (Ai), where i = 0...∞as shown in Figure5. The block (A0) is not used to cipher plaintext, but it 

is XOR with (Xn+1) to compute message authentication code. 

 

 
 

Figure5: Message encryption and authentication by AES-CCM 

 

6. . Multiple Key Protocol 
The MKP protocol provides multiple secret keys for the BAN to improve the network security. 

It adopts the ECC system to generate the secret keys. As illustrated in Figure 6, two lists (A, B) are 

generated. First list (A1 … An) is generated from initial value (A0) according to the EQUATION 1, 

and the second list (B1 … Bn) is generated from initial value (B0) according to the EQUATION 2. 

The secret keys (K1 … Kn) is computed from the two lists (A, B) as pointed in EQUATION 3. 

 

Ai = ECC (Ai-1), i> 0  Equation 1 

Bi = ECC (Bi-1), i> 0  Equation 2 

where 

      ECC: Elliptic Curve Encryption 

      A, B: first and second list respectively 

Ki = An-i+1 Xor Bi, i> 0   Equation 3 

where 

  K: secret key 

  A, B: first and second list respectively 
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Figure 6: Multiple Secret Key Generation Protocol 
 

7. Analysis of MKP-AES 
MKP employs ECC to generate multiple keys to be used for ciphertext production. AES uses 

one secret key to cipher the plaintext message; however MKP uses (n) keys to do that. Moreover, 

the message is broken into (n) sub messages, where one key (Ki) is assigned to each sub message. 

The security level of the connection is computed by the number of generated keys. 

The secret key strength and cryptosystem system complexity is very important because it refers 

to security system robustness. Brute force attack is trying to break the secret key by estimating the 

key based on its length. Secret key strength is limited to its length. The time complexity of secret 

key is computed by its length as notated in Equation 4, where (len) is the length of the key. 

 

Time complexity = O (log2 (len/2))………….. Equation 4 

len : number of bytes to represent the key 

For BAN network, 128-bit secret key is assigned for AES. The 128-bit key length time complexity 

is computed as O (log264), which is less secure than required. However, MKP provides (n) keys 

that mean the time complexity for key would be increased by (n) times as referred in Equation 5. 

 

MKP Time complexity = O (n log264)………… Equation 5 

 n: number of secret keys 
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In addition to confidentiality and authenticity, BAN has a protection against a replay attack. Nonce 

is used to distinguish among messages. The strength of nonce belongs to its length. The attacker 

should try 2
S
 times(Sis the length of nonce) to break the nonce. The length of nonce (S) in WBAN 

is computed by the counter length (L) (see Equation 6). 

 

S =15-L                       ……………..               Equation 6 

 S: number of bytes to represent the nonce 

 L: parameter 

 

The MKP provide a single nonce for all sub messages. The length of nonce is computed by 

security level (n) (number of secret key) and message size (m). The message is divided into (n) 

groups of sub messages; each sub message has (B) blocks as quoted inEquation 7. The number of 

bytes for counter representation (L) is computed by number of blocks per group (B)as referred in 

Equation 8. 

 

B = m/n   (where m>n)   ………….. Equation 7 

L = ( log2B)/8                    ………. Equation 8 

  B: number of blocks per each group 

  m: message size (number of blocks) 

  n: number of group (number of secret keys) 

  L: parameter 

From Equation 6, 7 and 8, it founded that MKP trades the length of nonce (S) to the message 

size and security level (number of secret key). The message size (m), which is measured by number 

of blocks, should be greater than the level of security (n). 

The perfect state is when the value of (L) is equaled to 1, where the maximum nonce length (S) 

is 14. By substitution in Equation 7 and 8, it found that the maximum nonce length when the 

number of blocks per group (B) is 256. 
 

8. Result 
In this paper, nine different security levels (n=2

i
, i=0 to 8) have been proposed, where the level 

of security refers to the number of secret keys and number of groups at that level, and 24 messages 

which have different size (m=2
j 
blocks, j=9 to 32 and block size is 16-byte), to compute the nonce 

length. In each level the number of secret keys equivalents to the level of security as shown in 

Figure 7.  

 
 

Figure7 : Secret Keys for nine levels of security 
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According to Equation 8, the parameter (L) is computed based on the number of blocks per 

group (B). The number of secret key influences the value of parameter (L). The increasing of the 

number of secret keys leads to decrease the value of parameter (L) as illustrated in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure8:Impact number of Secret keys on Parameter (L) 

 

The first level of security is considered as the original state with one group of blocks. 

 

 
Figure:9:shows the messages with size from 2

9
 to 2

16
 had maximized their nonce length with 

number of secret keys (2
i
 (i=1 to 8)) respectively. 

 

The nonce length for messages with size from 2
17

 to 2
24

 blocks, had increased to become 13-

byte, after grouping their blocks to (2
i
 (i=1 to 8) groups)) respectively. The messages with the size 

from 2
25

 to 2
32

 blocks had increased their nonce length from 11to12 bytes. 

The computed result shows that for number of secret key(n), the list of messages (G1, G2 ...) get 

nonce length incremental, where the size of each message (m)  is computed in Equation 9. 

 

log2(m) = 8 + log2 (n) + 8*j  Equation 9 

Where: j =0, 1 … and n=2, 4, 8, 16 … 
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Figure9: Nonce length incremental over different number of secret key 

 

9. Conclusion 
The analysis of MKP in this paper proved that the MKP increases the security strength of 

theWBANwhen using higher level of security (number of secret key). When the level of security is increased 

then the time complexity will be higher as computed to the previous level because the number of secret keys 

equals to the level of security. Also, the nonce length increases during higher level of security, where the sub 

messages have less size than original message that gives more byte for nonce in block fragment. 
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